
OPPORTUNITY

Create an enchanting ballroom experience 

for weddings and special events at the Pan 

Pacific Singapore, a luxury hotel in Marina 

Bay, with an immersive and customizable 

lighting experience.

SOLUTION

Pan Pacific Singapore hired MYNALIGHT 

to design and deploy a state-of the-art 

LED lighting installation using Martin by 

HARMAN VC-Dot 1 strips, in the ballroom 

ceiling that could complement the elegant 

color schemes, table settings and flower 

arrangements of the hotel’s wedding themes. 

PAN PACIFIC SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE

Pan Pacific Hotels Group operates upscale hotels, resorts and serviced suites throughout 

Asia Pacific and North America. For the redesigned 800-capacity ballroom Pan Pacific 

Singapore wanted to create an immersive and customizable lighting experience for 

thematic weddings and events. Pan Pacific Singapore hired MYNALIGHT to design and 

deploy a state-of-the-art LED lighting installation in the ballroom ceiling that could 

complement the elegant color schemes, table settings and flower arrangements of the 

hotel’s wedding themes. 

“Lighting the ballroom for Pan Pacific Singapore was an ambitious project, which we 

approached in our uniquely collaborative style,” said Ms. Yaeko Hashimoto, Principal 

Lighting Designed, MYNALIGHT. “After much scrutiny and discussion with our experts, 

we concluded that Martin lighting fixtures would be ideal for the media effect ceiling 

they were looking for. It not only produces a spectacular lighting design, but turns the 

ballroom into a unique experience.” 

MYNALIGHT decided to highlight the ballroom’s abstract, coral-inspired ceiling design by 

mounting 7,120 VC-Dot 1 creative LED pixels along the intersecting lines that divide the 

recessed portions of the ceiling. The VC-Dot 1 system form a network of more than 7,120 

individual controllable LED media pixels, which are capable of displaying synchronized 

video effects in perfect harmony via the Martin Professional P3 system controller. The 

integrated P3 powerport 1500 provides both power and data for the VC-Dot 1 with the 

compact VC-feeders, driving each VC-Dot string in daisy chain methodology - setting 

up the system is a breeze. Martin Rush MH 1 Profile Plus fixtures provide supplemental 

lighting to the space, and are capable of complimenting any color scheme or effect with 

dual gobo and color wheels.

“ 
Martin lighting fixtures are 

ideal for the media effect 

ceiling. It not only produces a 

spectacular lighting design, but 

turns the ballroom into a unique 

experience.”
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“
HARMAN’s massive 

inventory of state-of-the-art 

audio solutions enabled us 

to design the perfect system 

for Novotel’s needs.”

ABOUT HARMAN

HARMAN (harman.com) designs and engineers connected products and solutions for 

automakers, consumers, and enterprises worldwide, including connected car systems, 

audio and visual products, enterprise automation solutions; and services supporting the 

Internet of Things. With leading brands including AKG®, Harman Kardon®, Infinity®, JBL®, 

Lexicon®, Mark Levinson® and Revel®, HARMAN is admired by audiophiles, musicians 

and the entertainment venues where they perform around the world. More than 50 

million automobiles on the road today are equipped with HARMAN audio and connected 

car systems. Our software services power billions of mobile devices and systems that are 

connected, integrated and secure across all platforms, from work and home to car and 

mobile. HARMAN has a workforce of approximately 30,000 people across the Americas, 

Europe, and Asia. In March 2017, HARMAN became a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
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“We were thrilled to have futuristic gear such as Martin for our ballroom,” said Vincent 

Choo, Director of Technical Services & Project Management, Pan Pacific Singapore. 

“The recently installed creative element in our revamped ballroom illuminates the area 

effectively and enables quick, effective alterations. MYNALIGHT took up the project 

and personalized it to suit our unique visualization, attention to detail in our media 

effect ceiling, and we are delighted with the quality of the light fixtures from HARMAN 

Professional Solutions.”

“We are honored to be able to deliver an awe-inspiring ballroom atmosphere for Pan 

Pacific Singapore,” said Ramesh Jayaraman, VP & GM HARMAN Professional Solutions, 

APAC. “We would like to extend our sincere appreciation to MYNALIGHT for future-

proofing Pan Pacific Singapore’s lighting fixtures and turning their vision into reality with 

a powerful set of products and lighting expertise.”

PRODUCTS USED

MARTIN VC-DOT 1 LED VIDEO ELEMENTS

MARTIN RUSH MH 1 PROFILE PLUS LED MOVING HEADS


